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S.A. proposal outlined

The Two Sides
of Joe Clark

Editorials

by Clifton Bertram

Despite the vehemence of anti-war protestors around
the world, Ronald Reagan and his hawkish government are
bringing us all one step closer to a nuclear disaster. And
Canada is doing a great deal to assist. Read on and weep.
The major threat in the coming year is the Americans'
new toy, the cruise missile. The cruise is a small, pilotless
jet powered missile that carries a 200 kiloton warhead
(equivalent to 15 Hiroshima bombs.) It follows the terrain
at tree top level, below radar defense's, thus, there is no
warning or defense against it.
In addition, since it is only 23 feet long, it is very easy
to disguise or hide, making a nuclear arms limitation treaty
almost impossible_ to enforce. And beginning in 1983, 464
cruise missiles will be stationed in Europe, increasing tensions between NATO forces and the Warsaw Pact.
In fact, the Soviet Union, which has no cruise missile
of its own has stated that they will develop one if the U.S.
goes ahead with its deployment decision. It is obvious that
this will contribute to escalation of nuclear stockpiles.
However, the cruise is far from perfected. The
guidance systems aboard the weapon have shown a disturbing tendency to become confused by mountainous terrain
and cold weather. Therefore, the Americans have decided
further testing is in order, to iron out the bugs.
This is where the Canadian government has stepped
in. Making a mockery of Canada's much vaunted role as a
world peacemaker, the federal government has agreed to
let the U.S. test their toy at Primrose Weapons range, near
Cold Lake Alberta. Apparently the winter conditions there
approximate those found around Moscow.
This type of aid to a nation intent on nuclear escalation is absurd. Especially when one of the Canadian
governments's foreign policy objectives is supposedly to
"suffocate" the arms race.
Canada's role in the cruise missile affair goes beyond
testing. Litton Systems, of Rexdale, Ontario is the firm
producing the guidance systems for the missile. In fact,
they have been given $24.6 million in tax money by the
Canadian government to begin producing the systems!
There is something Canadians can do to hinder this
farcical waste of taxpayers money. On October 30th, an
anti-cruise demonstration has been scheduled by the Winnipeg Co-ordinating Committee for Disarmament. The
same group that planned the record-breaking June 12 rally, the WCCD is hoping to see a large turnout for the peace
march, which begins at 11:30 at the provincial legislature.
Refuse the Cruise on Oct. 30!

In these fast-paced
modern times, it has become
clear that the world of politics
is a game where the players
cannot possibly reach the
whole voting audience and so
must formulate an allimportant image to go out into
the crowd for them.
The art of image and
positioning has indeed become
even more important today
than any other factor in determining a politician's popularity. This became frighteningly
clear as I recently attended the
provincial Progressive Conservative Party's fund raising
dinner with Joe Clark as guest
speaker.
Held at the International
Inn, I was admitted to this
evening of politics and top
sirloin via my press pass, and
frankly, I had a head full of
images about Clark — all of
them bad.
Clark, according to the
popular public conception of
him, is a tiny man who con-

stantly stumbles — porn verbally and physically, whenever
in the public forum. It is also
generally accepted that he has
nothing new to say about providing effective government.
All of these false notions were
washed from my mind by the
time I left for home that night.
It was during the meal
that Clark worked his way
through the entire crowd of
800 people, shaking hands and
chatting a moment with each.
It was puzzling to find that
this man, who all of Canada
knows is ridiculously short,
could look my 6 foot 4 inch
frame straight in the eye
without standing on his toes.
Another revelation about the
alarming innacuracy of this
man's public image.
Through the duration of
his speech, I became aware
that this "boring" man was
talking up a very humorous as
well as accurately seaming
report of what the Liberals are
doing wrong and what the

by Lorne Hanks
It's coming soon to
RRCC's video screens thanks
to our satellite dish. You've
been waiting for it but not for
much longer. It is the Generic
Satellite Network.

by Bill Peters

take a look at what we are doing with our lives, and make
the necessary changes.
Not to say that anyone is about to infringe on the
rights we have as students by telling us what to do with our
leisure time. I still have a hard time figuring out however,
how a person can suffer a beer bash, then wander into the
nearest Junior's, call the man behind the counter "mom",

Of course, not every
puzzled voter is able to go out
and catch a speech by one who
is likely to be Canada's next
Prime Minister, but such a
thing would definitely clear up
the false image that most
Canadians have adopted
about this man.
What this whole issue
boils down to is that appearance can be very deceiving
and even harmful if voters are
mislead by them. I have learned from this experience that
perceptions of a mass audience
should not be automatically
labelled accurate by the individual. Find out for
yourself.

and demand to have the furniture returned to its original
position, and tell his friends on Monday that he had a great
time.
Consider also the chances you take when appearing at
one of these social functions. Chances are one in five that
you will have an entire beer, if not a portion thereof, spilled in your lap by some ignorant jerk trying to pick up the
girl/guy that you have been working on since you got into
the first lineup. Even if you are lucky enough to come out
unscathed, the sweat stains from the 90 degree heat and the
tar stains from the incredible lack of ventilation will more
than evidence where you've been.
Do I sound a tad bitter? You bet I am. I realize that 90
per cent of the population of Red River won't agree with

this, but I feel it is about time that someone say something
about the decadent school society that we seem to be
becoming. I say WE because I will continue to support our
Student Association by standing in those ridiculous lines,
drinking up to my limit in beer, joining the "Four before
Four" club, etc. Not because it takes a sheep to know one,
but because I enjoy hearing Roadshow DJ's playing
AC/DC and asking everybody if we're having a "f-ckn'
good time". "Huh?"

Yes, now tnere s no need
to bother with the other networks because its all right here
on GSN. Here's a Ioo-k at enCir
fall line-up of No-Name
shows:
Situation Comedy: Every
week a "nutty but lovable"
gang of familiar characters
goes through zany but familiar
situations. This week Male
Character no.2 thinks that
Sexy Female Character no.1
(the buxom one) has a crush
on him, but its really his dog
she loves. The fun is only just
starting.

Sexy Male Character, P.I.:
Every week the Sexy Male
Character has unbelievable
adventures and solves his case
by charming the Female
Special Guest. The action is
only just starting.

Talk show: Every week Host
talks to guests from shows on
GSN who talk about their
shows and sometimes lipsynch a song or two to the accomponiment of Band. The
talk is only just starting.

Investigative Journalism:
Every week Journalists no.1,
no.2, and no.3 investigate a
topic and solve all of society's
problems by asking the right
questions. The investigation is
only just starting.
These shows will be shuffled and rearranged around
the schedule until their ratings
drop too low, so there's no
need for a schedule. You never
know when, or if, you favorite
show will be on. The season is
only just starting.

Students Association
President Bill Jost has outlined an S.A. plan for utilizing
the space made available by
the Sept. 30 closure of the college branch of the Co-operator
Credit Union.
In a letter to P. Penner,
director of the Dept. of
Education's Community College division, Jost proposed
that the space be used for an
expansion of the Crazy Ox if
"there are no banking institutions expressing an interest in
opening a branch at the college."
According to Jost, the
closure of the credit union is a
disadvantage to RRCC's staff

and students. However, this
could be remedied by having
the expanded Crazy Ox provide the service of cheque
cashing, he said.
"According to the credit
union, cheque cashing was the
major service provided," said
Jost in the letter. He went on
to say that if the Crazy Ox
provided the service "there
would be a $50 maximum and
a nominal fee per cheque."
Although both administration and S.A.
employee pay cheques exceed
the $50 maximum, Jost does
not anticipate problems.
"Most people deposit
their cheques at their own
banks. The Credit Union cashed largely personal cheques,"
he said.

If the expansion is okayed
by the administration, it will
see the size of the Crazy Ox
Students Store nearly doubled.
According to Crazy Ox
manager Heather Smith, the
renovation will provide much
needed space.
"I want to expand certain
areas of the store. The art
department and drafting supplies are just jammed in," she
said, adding that the expansion would enable the Crazy
Ox to handle more athletic
wear, as well as books to complement many of the college's
courses.

by Blair Cosgrove

•

The current economic
crunch has hit students particularly hard and in response
to the situation Education
Minister Maureen Hemphil
has announced increases in
student aid funding.
Hemphill's NDP government has provided an additional $1.52 million to the program, it was announced
recently. The move was prompted by an alarming 44 percent jump in student aid applications this year, the
minister said.
"While other government
departments have responded
to the recession with job creation programs to help the
unemployed, my department
has opted to help keep people
in school who wish to pursue
their studies and thus prepare
for future jobs," Hemphill explained.
The increase in student

Enrollment
up here
Red River Community
College has experienced
almost a five per cent increase
in day course enrollment over
last year, the provincial
government has announced.
Statistics released by the
Department of Education
show that 4,505 students are
currently attending a total of
72 regular day courses at the
college.
Comparatively, enrollment at Manitoba's other two
community colleges has remained equal to or less than
last year. Assiniboine College
in Brandon has almost an
identical number of day
students — 1,010 while
Keewatin College in The Pas
has seen a drop of 30 students
to 376 in this academic year.

Crazy Ox to expand into space formerly occupied by Credit Union?
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Beer Bashes: Disgusting Rituals?
There is a phenomenon known only to the students
and staff of our beloved college, with exception to a few
outsiders, whose "social statements" can only be termed
"outdated". It is the social basis upon which many a
broken heart has been founded.
It is, in fact, a disgusting ritual fueled by peer
pressure. It is called the beer bash.
Already many of you are saying to yourselves, "Who
does this mindless sheep think he is, putting down our
source of fun, of escapism?" Well, all of those who think
that standing in line for an hour to buy a ticket to stand in
line to buy more tickets to stand in line to get a drink to sit
down and drink your mind away, is at least intelligent, say
"Huh?". I hear you loud and clear, unfortunately.
People tend not to think of the obvious until absolutely necessary. It has become necessary, in my opinion, to

by Clifton Bertram

Conservatives would do right.
Of course, any seasoned politician can give an effective
speech to an audience, but this
was Joe Clark! Much to my
surprise, this man had the
whole audience, including
myself, in the palm of his
hand. To put it bluntly, I was
very impressed.

None of Your
Business But . .

Photo by Maureen Shaw

Crazy Ox to expand?

by Blair Cosgrove

Missile brings
world closer to
confrontation

- -

Red River Community College Student Newspaper

aid applications is due largely
to the high number of married
and single-parent students
returning to schools this year.
Twenty-two percent of all applications received to date
have been from this category,
she said.
In response to the flood
of requests Hemphill said extra staff have been added to
the Student Aid Branch to
process the applications as
quickly as possible. "It will
take time to process all the applications and I must ask
students to be patient if they
don't receive word on their
loan right away," the minister
explained.
The province's total cost
of student aid for the current
academic year is expected to
reach over $8 million — a-37
percent increase over the $5.9
million provided last year.
A qualifying student at
one of Manitoba's three community colleges is eligible to
obtain a loan of up to $2,370
and a bursary of up to $3,370.

RRCC Ski Club

Mogul mashers
by Anita Tiessen
If bunny hills or moguls
are your natural terrain, the
RRCC Ski Club awaits you.
Don't be intimidated,
though, if you're a spaz on
skis. Fun, rather than skill, is
the club's emphasis. A few ski
patrols are among its 40
members, but the majority
simply love to ski.
Started four or five years
ago by a group of avid skiers,
the club annually plans a week
long excursion, a weekend
trip, as well as several day
outings.
Ferney, B.C. is again the
destination for the Christmas

Notice
All students not
wishing to have
their names in
the telephone
directory, Contact
Dave Kissack at
the S.A. office
by Oct. 28 10

.,

break trip, tentatively planned
for December 25 to January 2.
Gary Okrusko, secretarytreasurer, tries to get the best
package price for students,
which this year is around $320.
The week of fabulous skiing,
fine wining and dining and
rowdy bus trips is well worth
the money, according to club
president Jeff Couch.
Possible locations for
weekend trops are Sugar Hills,
Minnesota or Thunder Bay.
Although outings are
open to anyone outside of the
college, priority is given to
Red River students.

Unite!
One of last year's special
events was participation in the
annual Molson ski competition. Trophies eluded the
team, which placed second
last.
The club sticks together
on and off the slopes.
Throughout the school year
they bring in guest speakers,
show films, and sponsor
socials and fun nites.
Interested in trying your
hand — or feet — at skiing?
The club meets every Wednesday at noon in room D-110.
Don your cap and goggles and
have a great time.

COLLEGE TO GET
FEDERAL MONEY
It has been announced
that Red River Community
College along with other
similar centres in Manitoba
will be providing occupational
training for over 7,000 adults
under a new training agreement recently signed by the
provincial and federal governments.
The pact, which falls
under the new National Training Act, will see as much as
$140 million invested in the
next three years for job training in Manitoba. The funds
will be used for worker train-

ing by business and industry,
the Community Colleges, and
government programs.
A total of $21.4 million
will be allocated this year
alone for the Institutional
Training section of the program. This is intended to provide Community College
training for thousands of
adults in occupations ranging
from tractor trailer drivers to
junior computer programers. The plan also calls for
Unemployment Insurance
benefits to be given to those
being trained.

A Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic
will be held Monday
and Tuesday October 25, 26 in the
South Gym, from 9:30 to 3:30
Give the gift of life!

•-•
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Poe: The Mystery and Imagination

News

by Mark Stange

SCHOOL JACKET DAY
ONE DAY ONLY!
CHOOSE FROM OUR
NEW HIGH FASHION
DESIGNS

RRCC wargames club
offers chance to
shed inhibitions
by Susie Lazaruk
Wargaming may conjure
up images of violence, blood
and guts, and pain. But wait,
before you get your hopes up,
that's not what it's all about.
In reality, wargaming involves fantasies.
The college's wargaming
club offers a chance for
students to shed their inhibitions for a few hours a week to
engage in role and game playing.
The club, which currently
has sixteen members, meets
every Friday, donning
costumes and sometimes using
weapons, to portray the
characters of fantasy — usually from the
medieval era.
The games, such as
"Dungeons and Dragons"
which involves fighting off
make-believe dragons to
escape the imaginary
dungeons, are governed by
rules as outlined in the
Wargaming Player's Guide.
The guide also contains
character profiles, what
weapons are needed, if any,
and the lyrics to some of the
more popular spells.
At the organizational
meeting preceding each Friday, the game is selected, the
characters assigned and the
"dungeon master" or DM is
appointed.
Seven of the 16 members
are qualified dungeon masters,
but any member wanting to
learn the ropes will be given
the opportunity to take the
training course one afternoon
to become one.
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of the future, she would take
young Edgar to the theatre
with her and leave him in her
dressing room while she went
on stage to perform. Once,
while she was playing Julliet in

Romeo and Julliet, three year
old Edgar wandered out into
the wings in time to see
Julliet's suicide scene in which

The Projector is
published every two
weeks, and is a student
publication. All submissions should be typed
and triple spaced, and
submitted to the Projector office underneath
the South Gym.
The Projector
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his mother was to stab herself
with the dagger. Poe was sent
into hysterics by his mother's
apparent death before his very
eyes. What child would not be
emotionally scarred for life by
an experience like this? Also,
Poe's father introduced him to
tobacco and alcohol at an early age, when he would sit Poe
on the table and feed him
brandy and cigars while
reading poetry out loud to
him. With all this combined
with Poe's discovered affinity
for opium, is it any wonder
that he would write the stories
we all know, "The Pit and the
Pendulum", "The Tell Tale
Heart", etc.?
All his life Poe was
haunted by death, loneliness,
poverty, and despair. He
became an inhabitant of a living hell, so much that not even
the love of a beautiful young
woman could save him. It actually compounded his problems when he lost her too, to
death. This life is reflected in
his works.
Fidler has put together
this one man, story telling production for what he calls "the
most challenging role of my
career". The production ran
for five days in September at
the MTC Warehouse theatre,
and is now returning for a second engagement at the Winnipeg Art Gallery, October
29-31. Tickets are available at
ATO here on campus as well
as the other usual outlets. In
addition the Projector, in co-

operation with Brent Fidler,
will be running a contest at the
October 29 Halloween Social.
The six (6) best costumes in the
horror (could we use any other
theme for Poe?) theme will
receive a ticket to the Sunday
evening performance. So suit
up there scary people and
stand by for Poe.

Everyday Law

Buying a used car can be
one of the worst sources of
headaches. The best way to
avoid these headaches is to be
careful when you buy the car.
One of the most common
problems that develop once
you've paid the owner is that
the person selling the car isn't
really the owner and had no
right to sell it. To avoid the
hassle of losing the car and
trying to get some money back
check into the ownership
before you pay the cash.
This is done by paying a
small fee to the Motor Vehicle
Branch to see who owns the
car. Many times the person
selling the car has taken out a
loan to buy the car in the first
place. In these situations the

THE CRAZY OX
MALL LEVEL BUILD. C
• ••

"He was an extraterrestrial in the 1840's. He
was a man with a powerful vision . . . his vision took us
into the unconcious, into the
human psyche," says Fidler.
Perhaps Poe's insights into the
human unconcious were
brought on by his experiences
with opium, or perhaps his
morbid sense of the macabre
was, in fact, due to his weird
childhood. Poe's mother was
an actress on the stage of the
1800's. Day care being a thing

Reprinted
from
Public Legal Education Activities, sponsored by the Law
Society of Manitoba
and the Canadian
Department
of
Justice.

All printed with the school,
year and course
$51.95 — $57.95
50 percent deposit required
when ordering
Oct 21 10 p.m.
3 p.m.
in front of
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The DM is an important
position as "he acts as a
referee", said James Dreger,
the club's organizer.
As for the prestige of the
role, Audrae Peterson, a
member, admits she prefers
assuming a character to being
dungeon master because, she
said, "it's more fun".
Although the games are
sometimes warlike in nature,
both Dreger and Peterson insist that the games are not
violent and that aggressive
behaviour is not condoned.
The DM uses his discretion
when presiding over the games
and will stop any hyperactivity
before it becomes dangerous.
Wargaming clubs, since
their inception almost ten
years ago by Gary Gygax,
have been a fantastical escape
for many. The games, sold at
most game or hobby marts,
are not limited in the number
of participants they involve,
but they do recommend that
players be at least eight years
old. Anyone can, according to
Dreger, form a group by purchasing a player's guide for
$15 - $20 and dramatize a fantasy. The games themselves
are optional but sometimes
contain weapons and props to
make the drama more interesting.
In addition to Red River,
the city's two universities each
have a club, as well as various
high schools that hold games
on an occasional basis.
Any potential wargamers
are asked to attend the next
meeting (watch the signs for
date and time) with the five
dollar membership fee in hand
and get ready to act out some
wild fantasies.
The fees collected are used for players' guides and
games.

Anyone who has ever
read a mystery, a ghost story,
or a horror story has heard of
Edgar Allen Poe. Author,
poet, literary critic for four
newspapers of the 1800's, and
probably the most
misunderstood man of the last
200 years.
actor,
Winnipeg
playwrite, and author Brent
Fidler has written and staged a
one man show depicting the
life of Poe. The play is
presented in the first person
and revolves around Poe the
child, Poe the young man, and
Poe the adult. Fidler maintained that much of what has been
written about Poe is fictitious.
Rufus Griswold was a
biographer that Poe knew
before his death. He retained
him as his literary executor
with all rights to Poe's life
story. Griswold hated Poe for
some undetermined reason,
and after his death his writings
portrayed Poe as a drunkard
and a dope fiend. He
presented him as a dried up,

shell of a man with no literary
talents to speak of. Fidler
maintains that his problems
with alcohol were no where
near as bad as Griswold portrayed them to be. He does,
however, confirm that Poe
was a little too fond of Onium.

or bank
becomes the legal owner of the
car until the loan is paid back.
Or sometimes a car repair
shop has done work on the car
and has not been paid. They
finance company

too can become part owners
until the debt is paid.
To make sure none of this
applies to your car, take the
car's serial number and names
of previous owners to the Personal Property Security
Registry (15th Floor,
Woodsworth Building, Winnipeg) or a County Court Office outside Winnipeg. After
paying the small fee, they will
tell you who, if anyone, has
any sort of ownership in the
car, besides the person selling
it.
If another person does
have ownership of the car, you
may be able to arrange with
that person to have their
ownership discharged. Such a
discharge should be recorded
in the registry.
This column is intended
as general legal information
only. If you have a specific
problem, seek expert advice.
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Everest climb
a flop
for Canada
by Blair Cosgrove
All the clamor over the recent conquest of Mount
Everest by two Canadian climbers has only served to emphasize the fact that the whole episode was a national flop.
Understandably, Laurie Skreslet and Pat Morrow, the
two Canadians who made it to the summit, realized great
personal goals in defeating the world's highest mountain.
However, the massive national effort made by Canadian
government corporations to assist the group and propagandize the event, was an embarassing failure and a
monumental waste of money for taxpayers.
Firstly, there is the case of our Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation — the puppet medium of our federal
government. The CBC leaped onto the "Everest '82"
bandwagon by dishing out over $100,000 to secure television rights for the climb. They sent over dozens of
cameramen, and technicians to film each stage of the
event, but unfortunately for working Canadians, not one
second of the actual final assault was filmed because the
CBC people lost track of where our climbers were. Now
that is professionalism.
Not to be outdone, our very own public air line, Air
Canada put up over $300,000 for a national media blitz
publicizing the climb as well as providing free transportation and cargo planes to the expedition. Our federal
government was making sure all Canadians knew what a
truly national effort this climb was.
With all this propaganda spewing out of our federal
agencies, it is ironic that Canadians did not hear much
about the fact that most of the Canadian climbers dropped
out of the assault when the going got tough. In the end, it
was merely two Canadians and a number of tough Sherpa
guides who tried successfully to conquer the mountain.
Perhaps the most symbolic and embarassing mistake
made by the national machine behind the climbers occurred shortly before the final assault. As Laurie Skreslet and
his guides left their base camp for the final try, the whole
chain of Canadians involved with the expedition had failed
to give the climbers one small through important piece of
equipment — a Canadian flag to plant on top of the
world. Like a Petro-Can station without its symbolic
maple leaf sign above the high gas price, Skreslet was forced to go on without our national emblem. Instead, all that
Canada could leave on the mountain's summit was a simple yellow oxygen container and an Air Canada
sticker — hardly symbolic of our country.
Now, as the two climbers rest their bodies after the
venture, the nation as a whole is left with a hesitancy about
feeling proud. Massive amounts of federal money and propaganda was put into "Everest '82" and yet such action
seems to be the main reason why it is hard to feel good
about the climb. For Skreslet and Morrow the expedition
was a wonderful triumph. For Canada's forced nationalism, it was a flop.

Annual General
Council Meeting
October 26, 12 noon
White Lecture Theatre
Everyone Welcome
4
60 60 St **********

•• • • •
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Civil aviation
proposal "absurd"
by Clifton Bertram
Ah, the life of a politician.
Imagine the luxury of being able to recline in leatherbound chair, spewing absurd
statements like gaseous
clouds. Often, that's what
they smell like too.
In fact, our own beloved
Lloyd Axworthy, minister of
unemployment and emigration
is not above this type of verbal
flatulence by any means.
In September, Axworthy
made statements proclaiming
his intent to begin a training
program for civil aviation personnel. Great! Almost
everyone will agree that this

would be a desirable program
for Winnipeg to sponsor.
However, when our intrepid hero was pressed by
reporters for a location for
this course, he was more
vague. " Perhaps Red River,"
he responded fuzzily.
It's beginning to smell in
here.
I f his holiness would
deign to drop by our humble
institution and mingle with the
little people on occasion, he
would see the absurdity of his
statement. Red River is so
crammed that administration
proposals have been put forth
renaming it the Red River Sardine Factory.
FACT: Waiting lists are
longer than Axworthy's
speeches. Courses such as
Computer Analyst/ Programming have up to two year

waiting periods.
FACT: Auto Mechanics
and Welding courses run right
through until 6:00 in the evening. With night classes, more
than one instructor works until 10:00 in the evening.
FACT: When Business
Administration students hold
seminars, there isn't a vacant
lecture theatre in the entire
college.
If Lloyd would take the
time to investigate matters, he
would soon see that Red River
is already far too cramped to
aCCOM Oda e another whole
depart ment
Maybe it's time we reevaluated Lloyd Axworthv's
performance, adding up his
blunders and absurd
statements like this one.
Nlaybe it's time Lloyd got
the axe.

None of Your Business
by 1,orn:.' Flanks

It has been the practice of
this column, in weeks past, to
inform you the audience about
the newest developments in the
entertainment field. This
week, we are pleased to announce the latest development
in cinema. McDonald's has
made the big move and expanded into motion pictures,
applying their own sterile
magic to the medium. Yes,
Winnipeg has become the all
too proud home of McCinemaplex 87.

Plus! How many times
have you ever said "(lee, I'd
like to see more movies, but
who has the time?" Well, at
the McCinemaplex you can see
21 movies at the same time at
the new multi-screen wall
And how many times
have you ever said "Golly, I'd
like to see some more movies,
but they close before I get a
chance to see them." Well
never again. That's because at
McCinemaplex 87 they don't
change the movies for months,
sometimes years, at a time.
Yes, McCinemaplex 87,
the closest thing to television
you ever paid for.

At last, 87 theatres under
one roof. As well, only the
best for their customers. They
remove all the boring parts (ie.
no sex, violence or nudity).
Now you can see fine films like
Ordinary People and Kramer
l's. Kramer in as little as twenty minutes.
Have you ever wondered
"Hey, what would it be like to
eat a Big Mac while watching a
movie?" Well, now its a
dream conic true at NIcCinemaplex 87. There's also
new McPopcorn. McPopcorn
doesn't come in all kinds of
disgusting puffy shapes, but in
neat little cubes. Yum!

:110ADSHOW
•
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in a Teapot
film when Phil's wife, her
gangster lover and assorted
other characters are washed up
on the island the family is
reunited after a year of separation. Yet, they all act as if the
mother has just returned from
a shopping trip at Bloomingdales. One scene is totally
out of place. When his wife's
group is washed up on the
island he takes one of the
goats and slashes its throat as
an offering to this miracle.
The goat continues to writhe
and spout gutteral moans
while everyone looks on. It
breaks the flow of the movie,
everything seems to stop dead
in its tracks after this moment.
Still amongst all this the
film does come up with some
truly funny and memorable
scenes. Aretha and Miranda
break into a song and dance
routine of "Why Do Fools
Fall in Love" while washing
clothes in the bay. A group of
Arabs tap their feet to Susan
Saradon singing "Nava
Nagilah" in an Athens night
club. Kalibanos and the portable bush he uses to spy on a
bathing Miranda. And when
the herd of goats dance to Lizi
Minnelli singing "New York
New York" one can't help but
laugh.
The Tempest is a movie
reccomended with reservations. You have to put up with
Cassevettes' scowling and ranting and a wandering story
before you can enjoy a valiant
attempt at a contemporary
comedy drama.

As Miranda, Molly
Ringwald is fresh and totally

by Daniel Barry
Paul Mazursky's The
Tempest suffers at the hands
of director, producer, cowriter, Mazursky himself. But
an engaging supporting cast
lifts the film to an admirable
height.
The film, loosely inspired
by Shakespeare% play, is about
a wealthy architect Phil
Dimitrious (John Cassevettes).
Phil suffers that so called inevitable malady, the mid-life
crises. He leaves his wife,
Gena Rowlands and with
daughter Miranda (Molly
Ringwald) in tow he escapes to
his homeland in Greece. In
Athens he picks up a vivacious
young woman named Aretha
(Susan Sarandon) and the
three of them take off to a
deserted island. Deserted except for a herd of goats, their
crazy keeper Kalibanos (Rual
Julia) and his beloved Sony
Triniton.
But after a year of living
On Phil's island everyone except Phil seems to be getting
edgy for civilization.
Miranda wants a normal
adolescence and dreams of
smoking pot at a Go-Go's concert. Aretha is sexually and
emotionally over wrought
because of Phil's decision to
be celibate. To make matters
worse, Kalibanos is starting to
find Miranda alot more interesting than his goats.
These characters are the
reasons the movie works and
doesn't work.

natural. She plays the run-ofthe-mill 17 year old with experience although only really
14. Susan Sarandon is equally
engaging. When she remarks
about Phil's celibacy "I've
forgotten what its like to be
sad after sex" we can understand her feelings. Her performance is soft and glowing
which off-sets John Cassevettes brewing storm of a
character. His performance
and character are one of the
reasons the film teeters on being a real bummer.
We never really garner up
as much sympathy or feeling
that one should towards a man
going through a crisis. When
he discovers that his wife is
having an affair one can only
remark "why shouldn't she?"
He's a grumpy bear of a
fellow. On his island he
doesn't seem to have any cornpassion to the others' feelings.
When they express to him they
want to escape to civilization
he ignores their pleas. And
when he nearly kills Kalibanos
for lusting after Miranda we
lose all respect for the man.
Cassevettes hit and miss
performance isn't entirely his
fault. Mazursky, who cowrote the script, can take some
blame. After an hour of viewing we see that he hasn't
created a likeable lead
character but a monster.
Mazursky also hasn't
given much thought to the
story, its development and
continuity. Near the end of the

The classification is Mature.
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* SCHOOL DANCES
* WEDDINGS
* SOCIALS
* BANQUETS
* ANY EVENT THAT REQUIRES RECORDED MUSIC
OUR SELECTION OF SOUND & LIGHT SHOW PACKAGES
INCLUDES ROADSHOW SOUND'S "SUPER SHOW",
ONE OF THE LARGEST IN THE PROVINCE.

FOR BOOKINGS & INFORMATION
CALL ROADSHOW SOUND OF CANADA LTD.

John Cassavetes and company dance up a storm during Paul Mazursky's film The Tempest.

1360 SPRUCE ST. R3E 2V7
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I Love You (Eu Tu Amo

ENTERTAINMENT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
FACTOR IN THE SUCCESS OF YOUR SPECIAL EVENT.
ROADSHOW SOUND CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH A MIXED MUSIC
SELECTION, A PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF CEREMONIES
AND A QUALITY STEREO SOUND SYSTEM.
FOR YOUR SPECIAL EVENT, - DON'T TAKE A CHANCE WITH AN
AMATEUR, RELY ON THE PROFESSIONALS AT ROADSHOW SOUND.
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by Lorne Hanks

AN AMATEUR MUSIC MAN OR A RECORDED MUSIC COMPANY?
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ALBUM
One False Move
Business as Usual
Black Box
Eye in the Sky
Turn It Loud
American Fool
No Stranger to Danger
All Dressed Up
Night and Day
Get it on Credit

Who Loves I Love You?

"If you've got a date to dance"
ROADSNOW SOWID has the music!!

775-2528
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Halloween Social
staring Rocki Roletti
Tickets at ATO

Oct. 29.

in Portugese) is a Brazilian
film. Were I Love You a good
film, it would have left the
viewer asking questions about
why the characters fell in love,
or how will Brazil deal with its
identity crisis. Unfortunately,
the only question raised is
"How much longer can this
damn movie go on?"
The film is about a
Brazilian businessman named
Paulo (Paulo Cesor-Perlio)
whose life has come apart at
the seams. His bra factory
went flat busted broke and his
girlfriend Barbara (Vera
Fischer) has left him. He calls
up a girl he thinks is a prostitute who is named Maria
(Sonia Braga). She is not a
prostitute, but rather a woman
who has just broken up with
her married lover. As the evening drags on, "their facades
fall away" and they make
love. Maria remains the next
day and they spend the rest of
the film falling in and out and
in of love and bed and exploring their lives and Paulo's
remarkable apartment.
The apartment is about
the most interesting thing in
the film. It is a maze of corridors, bizzare rooms and mirrors. It also has several televi-

sion sets and video recorders
on which Paulo has recorded
everything from lovemaking
to his old girlfriend's departure.
The main thing against
this film is that it could, had it
tried, have been a very funny
satire. In fact, at times, it is
hilarious. Unfortunately,
these times are only punctuation marks in the midst of long
stretches of "meaningful
dialogue", over-erotic sex and
endless flashbacks.
To their credit, Braga and
Pereio, the two leads, are very
good. How much credibility
though, can actors give, when
at the end of the movie the
director has them look straight
into the camera and say "I
hoped you liked the movie"?
Then, to top it off, he puts
them into a musical number to
close it all up.
Of course, this movie has
a lot to do with "the death of
the Brazilian Miracle" and
human illusions. Perhaps if I
was Brazilian, and perhaps if I
hadn't gone to the film looking for entertainment, I might
have enjoyed it.
I Love You is now showing at the Cineplex 7 in Eaton
Place. Classification is
Restricted Adult.
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Civil aviation
proposal "absurd"

Editorials
All signed editorials are
strictly the opinion of staff
members who have had one contribution or more. The do not
necessarily reflect the stance
taken by the Projector.

by Clifton Bertram
Ah, the life of a politician.
*

Everest climb
a flop
for Canada
by Blair Cosgrove
All the clamor over the recent conquest of Mount
Everest by two Canadian climbers has only served to emphasize the fact that the whole episode was a national flop.
Understandably, Laurie Skreslet and Pat Morrow, the
two Canadians who made it to the summit, realized great
personal goals in defeating the world's highest mountain.
However, the massive national effort made by Canadian
government corporations to assist the group and propagandize the event, was an embarassing failure and a
monumental waste of money for taxpayers.
Firstly, there is the case of our Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation — the puppet medium of our federal
government. The CBC leaped onto the "Everest '82"
bandwagon by dishing out over $100,000 to secure television rights for the climb. They sent over dozens of
cameramen, and technicians to film each stage of the
event, but unfortunately for working Canadians, not one
second of the actual final assault was filmed because the
CBC people lost track of where our climbers were. Now
that is professionalism.
Not to be outdone, our very own public air line, Air
Canada put up over $300,000 for a national media blitz
publicizing the climb as well as providing free transportation and cargo planes to the expedition. Our federal
government was making sure all Canadians knew what a
truly national effort this climb was.
With all this propaganda spewing out of our federal
agencies, it is ironic that Canadians did not hear much
about the fact that most of the Canadian climbers dropped
out of the assault when the going got tough. In the end, it
was merely two Canadians and a number of tough Sherpa
guides who tried successfully to conquer the mountain.
Perhaps the most symbolic and embarassing mistake
made by the national machine behind the climbers occurred shortly before the final assault. As Laurie Skreslet and
his guides left their base camp for the final try, the whole
chain of Canadians involved with the expedition had failed
to give the climbers one small through important piece of
equipment — a Canadian flag to plant on top of the
world. Like a Petro-Can station without its symbolic
maple leaf sign above the high gas price, Skreslet was forced to go on without our national emblem. Instead, all that
Canada could leave on the mountain's summit was a simple yellow oxygen container and an Air Canada
sticker — hardly symbolic of our country.
Now, as the two climbers rest their bodies after the
venture, the nation as a whole is left with a hesitancy about
feeling proud. Massive amounts of federal money and propaganda was put into "Everest '82" and yet such action
seems to be the main reason why it is hard to feel good
about the climb. For Skreslet and Morrow the expedition
was a wonderful triumph. For Canada's forced nationalism, it was a flop.

Imagine the luxury of being able to recline in leatherbound chair, spewing absurd
statements like gaseous
clouds. Often, that's what
they smell like too.
In fact, our own beloved
Lloyd Axworthy, minister of
unemployment and emigration
is not above this type of verbal
flatulence by any means.
In September, Axworthy
made statements proclaiming
his intent to begin a training
program for civil aviation personnel. Great! Almost
everyone will agree that this

White Lecture Theatre
Everyone Welcome
1
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deign to drop by our humble
institution and mingle ∎vith the
little people on Occasion, he
would see the absurdity Of his
statement. Red River is so
crammed that administration
proposals have been put forth
rerunning it the Red River Sardine Factory.
FACT: Waiting lists are
longer than Axworthy's
speeches. Courses such as
Computer Analyst/ProgramMing have up to two year

waiting periods.
FACT: Auto Mechanics
and Welding courses run right
through until 6:00 in the evenin g . With night classes, more
than one instructor works until 10:00 in the evening.
FACT: When Business
A.dministration students hold
seminars, there isn't a vacant
lecture theatre in the entire

collegl ef . Lloyd would take the
time to investigate matters, he
would soon see that Red River
is already far too cramped to
accomodate another whole
depart ment
Maybe it's time we reevaluated Lloyd Axworthy's
performance, adding up his
blunders and absurd
statements like this one.
Maybe it's time Lloyd got
the axe.

None of Your Business
Plus! How many times
have yOU ever said "Gee, I'd
like to see more movies, but
who has the time? ,, welt, at

by [dorm: Hanks

It has been the practice of
this column, in weeks past, to
inform you the audience about
the newest developments in the
entertainment field. This
week, we are pleased to announce the latest development
in cinema. McDonald's has
made the big move and expanded into motion pictures,
applying their own sterile
magic to the medium. Yes,
Winnipeg has become the all
too proud home of McCinemaplex 87.

the McCinemaplex you can see
21 movies at the same time at
the new multi-screen wall
And how many times
have you ever said "Golly, I'd
like to see some more movies,
but they close before I get a
chance to see them." Well
never again. That's because at
McCinemaplex 87 they don't
change the movies for months,
sometimes years, at a time.
Yes, McCinemaplex 87,
the closest thing to television
you ever paid for.

At last, 87 theatres under
one roof. As well, only t he
best for their customers. They
remove all the boring parts (ie.
no sex, violence or nudity).
Now you can see fine films like
Ordinury People and Kramer
Fs. Kramer in as little as twenty minutes.
Have you ever wondered
"Hey, what would it be like to
cat a Big Mac while watching a
movie?" Well, now its a
dream come true at McCinemaplex 87. There's also
new McPopcorn. McPopcorn
doesn't come in all kinds of
disgusting puffy shapes, but in
neat little cubes. Yum!
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in a Teapot

As Miranda, Molty
Ringwald is fresh and totally

by Daniel Barry
Paul Mazursky's The
Tempest suffers at the hands
of director, producer, cowriter, Mazursky himself. But
an engaging supporting cast
lifts the film to an admirable
height.
The film, loosely inspired
by Shakespeares play, is about
a wealthy architect Phil
Dimitrious (John Cassevettes).
Phil suffers that so called inevitable malady, the mid-life
crises. He leaves his wife,
Gena Rowlands and with
daughter Miranda (Molly
Ringwald) in tow he escapes to
his homeland in Greece. In
Athens he picks up a vivacious
young woman named Aretha
(Susan Sarandon) and the
three of them take off to a
deserted island. Deserted except for a herd of goats, their
crazy keeper Kalibanos (Rual
Julia) and his beloved Sony
Triniton.
But after a year of living
on Phil's island everyone except Phil seems to be getting
edgy for civilization.
Miranda wants a normal
adolescence and dreams of
smoking pot at a Go-Go's concert. Aretha is sexually and
emotionally over wrought
because of Phil's decision to
be celibate. To make matters
worse, Kalibanos is starting to
find Miranda clot more interesting than his goats.
These characters are the
reasons the movie works and
doesn't work.

natural. She plays the run-ofthe-mill 17 year old with experience although only really
14. Susan Sarandon is equally
engaging. When she remarks
about Phil's celibacy "I've
forgotten what its like to be
sad after sex" we can understand her feelings. Her performance is soft and glowing
which off-sets John Cassevettes brewing storm of a
character. His performance
and character are one of the
reasons the film teeters on being a real bummer.
We never really garner up
as much sympathy or feeling
that one should towards a man
going through a crisis. When
he discovers that his wife is
having an affair one can only
remark "why shouldn't she?"
He's a grumpy bear of a
fellow. On his island he
doesn't seem to have any compassion to the others' feelings.
When they express to him they
want to escape to civilization
he ignores their pleas. And
when he nearly kills Kalibanos
for lusting after Miranda we
lose all respect for the man.
Cassevettes hit and miss
performance isn't entirely his
fault. Mazursky, who cowrote the script, can take some
blame. After an hour of viewing we see that he hasn't
created a likeable lead
character but a monster.
Mazursky also hasn't
given much thought to the
story, its development and
continuity. Near the end of the

film when Phil's wife, her
gangster lover and assorted
other characters are washed up
on the island the family is
reunited after a year of separation. Yet, they all act as if the
mother has just returned from
a shopping trip at Bloomingdales. One scene is totally
out of place. When his wife's
group is washed up on the
island he takes one of the
goats and slashes its throat as
an offering to this miracle.
The goat continues to writhe
and spout gutteral moans
while everyone looks on. It
breaks the flow of the movie,
everything seems to stop dead
in its tracks after this moment.
Still amongst all this the
film does come up with some
truly funny and memorable
scenes. Aretha and Miranda
break into a song and dance
routine of "Why Do Fools
Fall in Love" while washing
clothes in the bay. A group of
Arabs tap their feet to Susan
Saradon singing "Nava
Nagilah" in an Athens night
club. Kalibanos and the portable bush he uses to spy on a
bathing Miranda. And when
the herd of goats dance to Lizi
Minnelli singing "New York
New York" one can't help but
laugh.
The Tempest is a movie
reccomended with reservations. You have to put tip with
Cassevettes' scowling and ranting and a wandering story
before you can enjoy a :,pliant
attempt at a contemporary
comedy drama.
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by Lorne Hanks

ENTERTAINMENT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
FACTOR IN THE SUCCESS OF YOUR SPECIAL EVENT.
ROADSHOW SOUND CAN PROVIDE YOU WITH A MIXED MUSIC
SELECTION, A PROFESSIONAL MASTER OF CEREMONIES
AND A QUALITY STEREO SOUND SYSTEM.
FOR YOUR SPECIAL EVENT, - DON'T TAKE A CHANCE WITH AN
AMATEUR, RELY ON THE PROFESSIONALS AT ROADSHOW SOUND.

I Love You (Eu Tu Amo

• SCHOOL DANCES
• WEDDINGS
* SOCIALS
• BANQUETS
• ANY EVENT THAT REQUIRES RECORDED MUSIC
OUR SELECTION OF SOUND & LIGHT SHOW PACKAGES
INCLUDES ROADSHOW SOUND'S "SUPER SHOW",
ONE OF THE LARGEST IN THE PROVINCE.

FOR BOOKINGS & INFORMATION
CALL ROADSHOW SOUND OF CANADA LTD.

John Cassavetes and company dance up a storm during Paul Mazursky's - film

The Tempest.
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Who Loves I Love You?

AN AMATEUR MUSIC MAN OR A RECORDED MUSIC COMPANY?

ROADSHOW
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I Love You.

"If you've got a date to dance"
ROADSHOW ;MID has the music!!

1360 SPRUCE ST. R3E 2V7
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Brazilian superstar Sonia Braga stars in the new Brazilian film
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775-2528

ALBUM
One False Move
Business as Usual
Black Box
Eye in the Sky
Turn It Loud
American Fool
No Stranger to Danger
All Dressed Up
Night and Day
Get it on Credit
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Annual General
Council Meeting
October 26, 12 noon

would be a desirable program
for Winnipeg to sponsor..
However, when our intrepid hero was pressed by
reporters for a location for
this course, he was more
vague. "Perhaps Red River,"
he responded fuzzily.
It's beginning to smell in
here.
If his holiness would
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Halloween Social
staring Rocki Roletti Oct. 29.
Tickets at ATO

in Portugese) is a Brazilian
film. Were I Love You a good
film, it would have left the
viewer asking questions about
why the characters fell in love,
or how will Brazil deal with its
identity crisis. Unfortunately,
the only question raised is
"How much longer can this
damn movie go on?"
The film is about a
Brazilian businessman named
Paulo (Paulo Cesor-Perlio)
whose life has come apart at
the seams. His bra factory
went flat busted broke and his
girlfriend Barbara (Vera
Fischer) has left him. He calls
up a girl he thinks is a prostitute who is • named Maria
(Sonia Braga). She is not a
prostitute, but rather a woman
who has just broken up with
her married lover. As the evening drags on, "their facades
fall away" and they make
love. Maria remains the next
day and they spend the rest of
the film falling in and out and
in of love and bed and exploring their lives and Paulo's
remarkable apartment.
The apartment is about
the most interesting thing in
the film. It is a maze of corridors, bizzare rooms and mirrors. It also has several televi-

sion sets and video recorders
on which Paulo has recorded
everything from lovemaking
to his old girlfriend's departure.
The main thing against
this film is that it could, had it
tried, have been a very funny
satire. In fact, at times, it is
hilarious. Unfortunately,
these times are only punctuation marks in the midst of long
stretches of "meaningful
dialogue", over-erotic sex and
endless flashbacks.
To their credit, Braga and
Pereio, the two leads, are very
good. How much credibility
though, can actors give, when
at the end of the movie the
director has them look straight
into the camera and say "I
hoped you liked the movie"?
Then, to top it off, he puts
them into a musical number to
close it all up.
Of course, this movie has
a lot to do with "the death of
the Brazilian Miracle" and
human illusions. Perhaps if I
was Brazilian, and perhaps if I
hadn't gone to the film looking for entertainment, I might
have enjoyed it.
I Love You is now showing at the Cineplex 7 in Eaton
Place. Classification is
Restricted Adult.
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Projector Feature Spread
Reprinted courtesy of the Winnipeg Coordinating Committee for Disarmament

NATIONAL DAY OF PROTEST

REFUSE THE

CRUISE
MI
If you supported Peace on June 12,
Refuse the Cruise on October 30.

Cruise protest
presents challenge
WINNIPEG — The
massive kindling of spirit
which brought nearly 20,000
people out to Walk for Peace
through downtown 'Winnipeg
on June 12 is being felt again
as the Winnipeg Co-ordinating
Committee for Disarmament
joins the Oct. 30 National Day
of Protest against plans for
testing the Cruise missile at
Cold Lake, Alta.
"Now, we have a new and
more immediate challenge to
meet, we must Refuse the
Cruise," says Martin Zeilig,
publicity co-ordinator for the
WCCD. "There are plans to
deploy 464 Cruise missiles in
western Europe, starting next
year, but their flight performance must be tested first.
"We can stop those tests,
we can convince our federal
government to reverse its decision to permit the U.S. to
undertake them. It's the major
contribution Canadians can
make now to the cause of
world peace."
Zeilig said deployment of
the Cruise will put a new and
more dangerous face on the
nuclear arms race. The Cruise
is a first-strike weapon, almost
impossible to detect and intercept once launched. More
important, its compactness
and portability will cause insurmountable difficulties in
the enforcement of current or
future arms-limitation
treaties.

Hundreds of people who
walked for peace and disarmament on June 12, in support of
the United Nations Second
Special Session on Disarmament, carried placards protesting Cruise missile testing,
Zeilig said.

The walk, itself, will form
up at the legislature grounds
and proceed along Memorial
Boulevard, Portage Avenue,
Main Street and Broadway,
back to the starting point. At
the rally immediately following, Selkirk-Interlake MP
Terry Sargeant, one of six
MPs to sign the Minority
Report on Security and Disarmament, and Manitoba
Federation of Labour President Dick Martin will be
among the guest speakers.
Winnipeg broadcaster
Bernelda Wheeler will be the
moderator.
Zeilig said the committment of people to the cause of
disarmament and peace has
given a tremendous burst of
energy to the \VCCD which
was formed less than two years
ago. It has now grown into a
broad coalition of individuals
and organizations working to
carry on the spirit of June 12.
The committee invites individuals, riding associations,
trade unions and all other
groups to join the effort to
stop Cruise missile testing in
Canada. For more information, telephone Martin Zeilig
at 338-7403.

WCCD

The cruise
what
makes it different
The development of the
Cruise missile is a quantum
leap upward in the nuclear
arms race. If the Cruise is
deployed at air bases, on
missile-carrying submarines
and on ground bases in
western Europe, the cause of
disarmament will have received a setback from which it
may be impossible to recover.
The Cruise is a 20-footlong, two-foot-diameter
missile with wings, a tail
assembly and a jet engine
which can propel it for a
distance of up to 1,500 miles.
It flies close to the ground, to
avoid radar, at speeds that
make it almost impossible to
detect in time for it to be
destroyed. It can follow
"maps", programmed into its
sophisticated guidance system
(produced by Litton Systems
Canada Ltd. in Toronto), over
complex, winding routes that
no defender could predict. At
present, it is a weapon against
which there is no defence when
used in strength. The Cruise
can carry a 200-kiloton
warhead, the equivalent of 15
Hiroshima bombs. Twelve of
these deadly weapons can be
carried by one B-52 bomber.
The new B-1 bombers which

more
Thousands
Manitobans have sent cards to
the Prime Minister's office,
demanding that Cruise
missiles be kept out of
Canada. "All of these people
are saying the arms race must
be stopped now," Zeilig said.
"All of them are saying the
Canadian government must
not be responsible for pushing
the world closer to the brink of
nuclear war."
The Oct. 30 protest wan:
and rally, assembling at the
legislature grounds at 11:30
a.m., will be held in conjunction with similar events across
the country, with national
focus on a demonstration on
Parliament Hill in Ottawa.

The National Day of Protest also marks the end of
United Nations Disarmament
Week which begins Oct. 24. In
Winnipeg, as elsewhere, there
will be a series of events
leading up to the Saturday
demonstration.

WALK

U.S. President Reagan has
ordered built will be able to
carry 30 Cruise missiles each.
For all this, the Cruise
differs little from U.S. Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
Or Soviet SS-20s, which also
could not be stopped from

reaching their targets. \Vhai
makes the Cruise different is
its compactness and portability. An ICBM, SS-20 or Pershing missile installation is
hard to hide from satellite
detection. That makes it
relatively easy to verify compliance with any treaties
restricting deployment of these
weapons.
But the Cruise is nearly
impossible to find. At rest,
with its wings and tail section
folded into the body, it appears to be a 20-foot cylinder.
Whether launched from
air, land or sea, no one can
tell, for sure, where Cruise
missiles are until it's too late.
This "unverifiability" was one
reason that the six Canadian
Members of Parliament who
wrote the Minority Report On
Disarmament and Security
came out in strong opposition
to Cruise missile testing in
Canada. As one of the six,
Thunder Bay Liberal MP Paul
McRae said in his address to
the June 12 Disarmament Rally in Winnipeg: "If you have a
23-foot-long garage, you can
hide a Cruise missile in it."
Several, if you stack them.
By making verification a
much tougher proposition,
deployment of the Cruise will
move adoption of an effective
and substantial bilateral
nuclear arms reduction treaty
a giant step further away.
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EACH CRIME
NISSELE
200 KILOTONS
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The cruise micAile is about as long
as

BUT WHAT ABOUT
THE RUSSIANS?
It's a common and
understandable refrain heard
these days whenever the talk
turns to nuclear disarmament,
specially when one of the key
aims of the Canadian disarmament movement is to pressure
the federal government to
drop its plans to allow testing

of U.S. Cruise missiles at Cold
Lake, Alta., under an agreement with the United States.
The short answer to the
question is that the Soviet
Union is not asking us to help
test its nuclear weapons. If the
Soviets did, most Canadians
would be outraged. If our
government even considered
complying with such a request,
the country would come down

with mass apoplexy. And certainly, the vast majority of
Canadians involved in the
peace movement would do all
in their power to stop such
testing from ever happening.
A longer answer, one
which goes beyond the issue of
Cruise-missile testing, but certainly includes it, is that the
Canadian and U.S. governments need little encouragement to attack Soviet military
policies. The interventions in
Czechosolvakia and
Afghanistan were following
immediately by strong protests. The deployment of
Soviet SS-20 missiles in positions that threatened Europe is
regularly decried by every
member of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO)
and NATO's positions on this
are supported by broad
elements of the European and
North American peace
movements.
Russia-watching, and
even Russia-bashing, can be
said to be an official policy of
western governments, without
any pressure being required
from the general population.
However, Canada has always
been much slower to criticize
our best friend and strongest
ally, the U.S., even when that
country's government has

that happen, nor would the
vast majority of disarmament
advocates support such a
move.
But, a strong peace movement will be the tool which
convinces U.S. president
Ronald Reagan and his allies
that they must become serious
in their disarmament efforts
and convinces the Soviet
Union that Canadians and the
people of other western countries have a full commitment
to stopping and reversing the
nuclear arms race. There is no
evidence that the Soviets are
any more anxious than we are
to bring on world annihilation
or to continue to spend vast
sums on new and more deadly
weapons. A conviction that
NATO governments are
recognizing real, popular
pressure for disarmament
might be all the Soviets need to
follow up their recent in-

been very wrong. In the early
years of the Vietnam war,
Canada was an active supporter of the U.S. position.
Only years of pressure from
anti-war groups and the accumulation of mountains of
public evidence convinced the
Canadian government to
modify its position toward the
end.

itiatives — like the pledge to
the United Nations not to be
the first to use nuclear
weapons or the call for a treaty
banning nuclear weapons
from space satellites — with
concrete moves for disarmament.
But the situation will
change if we can't stop Cruise
missile testing. The Soviet
Union does not have a Cruise
missile, but it has given notice
that if the U.S. proceeds with
deployment, the Soviets will
develop a weapon to counter
it. This marks a qualitative
escalation in the arms race, an
escalation which must not be
allowed to happen. Only the
U.S., with assistance from
Canada by its refusal to allow
the testing, can stop it from
happening.
The question is not:
"What about the Russians?"
It is: "What about us?"

Largest Arms Exporters to the Third World

Then you ask who will
protect us if the Americans
stop building new nuclear
weapons. The idea that
pressure on the U.S. by a
popular movement might
result in unilateral disarmament, leaving us open to
Soviet nuclear blackmail, is
farfetched at best. No leader,
on either side, is about to let

1. USA
2. USSR
3. France
4. United Kingdom
5. Italy
6. West Germany
7. Netherlands
8. China
9. CANADA

1. USSR
2. USA
3. France
4. United Kingdom
5. Italy
6. West Germany
7. Netherlands
8. Sweden
9. CANADA

SIPRI, 1981
(Five year average)

The Staff and contributors of the Projector wish Red River
Community College

Happy
Halloween

Halloween Social starring Rocki Roletti
Oct. 29. Tickets at ATO

Staff and contributors

SIPRI, 1979
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PROUDLY PRESENTS
THE GREAT PIZZA PIG OUT
ON TUESDAY OCTOBER 26 AND TUESDAY NOVEMBER 2.

Good Movies Have Gone Underground

YOU CAN FEAST ON ALL THE PEPPERONI AND MUSHROOM
by Guy Prokopetz

OR BACON AND PINEAPPLE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT

There was a time when
you and a friend could go out
to a movie at least once a
week. Now if you're lucky,
you get to a movie about once
a month. Who can afford it?
Two tickets at $41.50 each
equals $9.00, plus a box of
popcorn and a couple of
cokes — you've already spent
about 512.00 before the curtain rises. It's frightening, and
prices keep going up all the
time. And the Metropolitan,
with big, first-run features
such as Superman, Tron, and
Star Trek already charges 5
bucks a head. Outrageous! So
you stop going to movies, and
get drunk instead.
Wait a minute. What
you're suffering from is lack
of information. The best films
in the world, both contemporary and classic, are yours
for a pittance, and often for
free if you just know where to
go. In most cases you'll have
to do without big screens and
the newly-released popular
Hollywood films, but with the
trash coming out of
Hollywood these days, you're
not missing out on much.
Most of them have a short life
span anyway, and any that
catch the eye of the critics end
up theatre-hopping for some
time. To get in on the really
good films, you just have to
know where to go.

THE PRICE, ONLY
AVAILABLE AT
1500 PEMBINA HWY
453-9041

AND
2211A McPHILLIPS
338-4651

$3.50 PER
PERSON

4pm till 9pm
DINING ROOM ONLY
The Projection Booth
"Sad Wonder"
by Doug Wallace

Witty one, why do you sit and think of nothing?
With all the thousands of things to pass through
your mind, you think of absolutely nothing.

mysN!RpOwYsA,L,.

ALL SN

You are worth very little.
As if all the problems, ventures and plans could
mean wasting your precious, perfect time!
And it's not that you've completely forgotten
your life, no, it's that your mind is
patterned to think of very few things.
It's a learned pattern, and you hate it.

UNIROYAL
RALLYE 240• M/S

UNIROYAL.. ae Cli
UNIROYAL
o OFF
SNOW PLOW
WINTER PATROL'
GLASS BELTED
RADIAL LIST PR ICE POLYESTER/FIBERGLASS
BELTED

"An act from start to finish! Planned, timed
and calculated to the very second."
Emotion, feeling, and all behavior except the part
you let out without thinking, is a
worthless piece of fake jewelry.
Forced and put on like an actor's face.
I'm afraid, oh witless one, that you're living
too much to fast to pay attention.
I'm surprised you stopped to listen to me.

R,R.c.c.
SPECii) L.SPEC /a L

by Gordie Agar

'OIL, LUSE, FILTER

I
114.1. •

i watch you, you watch me-intently
in that park, after dark-instantly
in your eye, reflections cry-emergency
look in mine, hard this time-vacancy
see you coming, i am coming-can't look away
then you drop, i am stopped-kept at bay
I'm coming back to where you sat
what the hell were you looking at
look around, not a sound-hanging rock
and those voices, no one 'round-then i stop
you know me, i love you-not very well
it's come again, i've lost again-never tell
mind's a blank, future's blank-future flash
at that place, another face-can't eraser
you saw, you thought-you thought you saw
what you were, now a blur-what you were
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Tires, Brakes. Shocks. And no surprises,
2135 Nntre Dame Avenue, 633-5604.
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VISA

'Nanook of the North,'
'Modern Times,' and such
contemporary landmarks as
' The Chant of Jimmy
Blacksmith,' (a film about an
Australian aborigine), `Norma
Rae,' and 'My Brilliant

Career.'

I R.R.C.C.

Just go back to your sitting, child.
A penny for your thoughts, but no more.

hanging rock

TIRES

UNIROYAL
METRO "PLUS"'
THE ALL WEATHER
RADIAL TIRE

me back to Cinema 3, where
the flavour is international.
Right now, Cinema 3 is
hosting a showcase of 'United
Artists Classics,' — a potpourri of double features
spread out to include
everyone's taste. Included in
the film bonanza are films
made by Woody Allen, Fellini,
Robert Lean, Ken Russell,
John Huston, Bernardo Bertollucci and many more.
Everything from 'Last Tango
in Paris' to ' The 'Wary
Brothers Go West.' Check the
newspapers or drop by the
theatre and pick up a handbill.
The theatre is owned and
operated by the Holunga family, which does everything from
selling tickets and popcorn to
booking the films and running
the projection.
Another 'theatre' that
people know very little about
is t he Planetarium
Auditorium, an underground
bunker somewhere in between
The Museum of Man and
Nature and the Centennial
Concert Hall. But you don't
need a bowtie and a swallowtail suit to get in. Right now
the auditorium is featuring a
series of films called 'Cinema
Works' — all the movies are
related in some way with
man's labor. The films cost
$2.50, but that's a small price
to pay to marvel at such
classics as 'Metropolis,'

sts

For instance, how many
people know about Cinema 3,
a tiny theatre squeezed in between a drugstore and a film
distributing outlet just off the
corner of Sherbrook and
Ellice? This theatre always has
a good film playing — usually two, and the price is rock
bottom. Students get in for
$2.50, adults pay a dollar
more. On double feature
nights you can see a film for
only $1.25. Which just goes to
prove that movies and money
can mix, if you just look
around. What sets Cinema 3
apart. is that it screens reels
and reels of foreign films from
around the world. Many countries have all made little
cinematic masterpieces, often
on shoestring budgets, that
have received international attention. Considering the huge
budgets and the level of expertise working on most
American pictures, what is
surprising is that Hollywood is
making so many forgettable
films. By way of contrast, the
few foreign films that trickle
into Winnipeg are refreshingly
different in style and treatment from the standard
Hollywood fare. Which brings

Admittedly,
the print quality of some of
the older films have the look
of faded old black and white
photos, sepia-colored and bent
at the corners, but this merely
enhances their charm. And the
outdated morals are often
outrageously humourous.
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The Winnipeg Art a ery
on Osborne is another haven
for the film aficionado. Last
year, the gallery screened an
excellent series of foreign
films, and over the summer
conducted a group of great
musical classics. This winter,
starting Nov. 19, the gallery is
once again putting on another
series of award-winning
foreign films, with such
classics as `Death in Venice,'
Viagemusha,"Cria,' and
many, many more. Ther series
will run until April. The price
is $2.00 for members and
$3.00 for non-members. The

art gallery has a giant screen
and the crowd that attends is
chic and avant-guarde. Who
knows, you might meet a potter or a painter there.

I still haven't exhausted
the subjected. Cineplex, the
newest theatre complex in
Eaton Place, always runs at
least one foreign film in one of
its seven theatres, and the
American films they show are
usually the cream of the crop.
However, despite their excellent film selection, they
charge downtown prices, and
their screens are pint-size, but
don't forget, most of the films
are first-run. By contrast,
Cinema 8, just across from the
Odeon, plays only the trashiest
second-run features such as

Pussy Talk, Blond Velvet,
Humongous, and those
atrocious Force films with
Chuck Norris. Their big drawing card is their $2.00
inflation-buster every Tuesday
and Wednesday night. They
should call it brain-buster. To
make matters worse, Cinema 8
never dumps their trash. The
same 8 films, with one or two
changes, stayed in Cinema 8
all summer long! Stale air is
Cinema 8's biggest asset.

ra

Honourable mention also
goes out to the Hyland, (lost
out on the far reaches of Main
Street), that runs quite a few
good second-run Hollywood
comedies for a reasonable
price. And no look at the Winnipeg movie scene would be
complete without paying
tribute to the Epic theatre,
home of the Saturday Midnight Specials. Anyone who
missed the weekly Rocky Horror ritual missed out on one of
the best shows in town, where
the movie played second fiddle
to Rocky's cult following, who
paraded in every Saturday
midnight dressed up in New
Wave Vampire. And as if that
wasn't enough, they got up on
the second floor balcony and
threw water, rice t cards, etc.
down on the audience, or else
bounced around on the stage
mimicing the giants spectres
on the screen behind. It was
quite a show! I've heard that
the theatre has gone downhill
of late, picking up the 'skin
slack' since the Downtowner
closed down. Good luck to
them.

Back on track. Film
classics are always popping up
in the oddest places — community halls, church
basements, cultural associations, auditoriums, and, of
i
course, every educational nstitution carries films of one
kind or another. To find some
of these out-of-the-way films,
you've got to keep a sharp eye
out. Check bulletin boards,
and go over signs and posters
pasted up is restaurant windows. And of course, check
the papers, not just the Press
and the Sun but all local paper
and municipal handouts
because they sometimes carry
films. Many of these films
, may reflect an 'issue,' so if a
woman's group is screening a
film like `Norma Rae,' or `An
Unmarried Woman,' feign
female fanaticism and you'll
get in for free, and probably
be treated to coffee and
donuts besides. Remember if
you're on a tight budget,
you've got to keep all options
open!
And finally, there's the
Freebees! For instance, we
never pay to see a film at Red
River, but the selection of
films betrays a deep-seated
hostility towards good films.
Bad toilet training I guess. No
doubt, the film committee
argues that it gives the
students what they want, but
using the same logic you can
feed a prisoner bread and
water once a day, watch him
gobble it up and shout, 'See!
See! That's what he wanted!'
Maybe if Red River screened
more good films, more
students would begin to appreciate them at an earlier age.

But let's talk about
Freebees. Both the University
of Manitoba and the University of Winnipeg are cinematic
goldmines. The two universities run films day and night;
it's just a matter of tracking
them down. Just check with
Student Information. Right
now, U of W is running series
of films on European
cinema — Israeli, Italian,
French, German, and some
from East Europe. Last time I
was at U of W, I had a choice
between The Marriage of
Maria Braun,' one of the late
Fassbinder's great films, and
an Israeli classic called The
Dybbuk,' based upon a

THE UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION INC.

famous Israeli play. Having to
choose between classics is
heartbreaking.
University of Manitoba,
however, is the godfather of
the film houses. The university
has a Department of Film
Studies so that, besides basketweaving and sociology,
students actually study film. I
took a couple of the film
courses last year, the profs
really knew their stuff and
were almost as interesting as
the films themselves. It's difficult to take attendance in a
darkened room so anybody
can walk in and enjoy the
feature. Check with the
Department for titles, times
and places. As if that isn't
enough, the Student's Union
at the U of M, notorious for
the number of luxuries they
dole out to their precious
students, also screens films for
them every Wed. and Sunday
nights. Cost is only $2.00 and
many of the films are first-run
Hollywood flies, a cut above
the normal because after all,
the pampered U of M students
deserve no less. But if you
grovel and humbly show them
your RRCC student card,
they'll probably let you in.
Carry along a couple
Psychology texts for good
measure though.

But never lose sight of the
objective. For those who will
not get away from the whambang-slam-crash-thump-Don't
stop!-Don't stop-I'm
coming!-I'm coming films,
that
remember
the
are
harpunishments
sh — your brain will inevitably get itself into a Ridgemount High rut and you may
never come out of it. And
remember that the rewards are
great fr the classic film fan
with an international outlook.
Good movies, like Kelloggs
Corn Flakes help you grow!
Your intellect is sharpened,
you sensibilities fine-tuned,
your perspectives broadened.
In other words, they make you
smarter, and their aren't many
teachers or teaching aids that
can claim that honour these
days. And after a time you
may just find yourself pitting
your critical wits against those
popular film critics, Roger
Ebert and Gene Siskel, hosts
of 'At the Movies.' But don't
spar with them until you've
mastered the fresh young
tyros, Jeffrey and Neil on
Sneak Previews. Who knows?
You may just become a film
critic yourself someday. But if
you feel that praising and panning films may be your calling,
you'd better start seeing a lot
of good films now! They're
cheap, and they're all around
you.
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Classified
Wanted: A finger to replace

the one I gave to some
unemployed demonstrators.
Contact P. Trudeau, Ottawa.
Lost: One halo, slightly tarnished. If found, please return
to Brian, c/o the Ivory Tower,
Building C, 2055 Notre Dame.
For Rent: Ideal Hideaway
vacation islands in the
beautiful South Atlantic. Ideal
renter should speak Spanish
and English. Contact L.
Galtieri, Buenos Aires.
Help Wanted: Licenced South
African mechanic needed.
Should have rythym. Contact
D. Mackenzie.

STUDENT AID
APPEAL BOARD

Virile young
AC/DC male is seeking intimate relationships with open
minded swingers and their
pets. S/M, B/D, Golden and
brown showers, barbed wire,
fire hoses, and mild electrical
shock. No perverts please.
Wanted: Aggressive, patriotic
young men with a thirst for
adventure and justice. Apply
to Mike Hoarce c/o Soldier of
Fortune magazine. P.S. All
applicants must supply own
AK-47's and fragmentation
grenades. Peace through
superior firepower!
Personal:

The Student Aid Appeal
Board will hold hearings at the
college October 26, from 9:00
a.m. until noon, in room A-137.
Students wishing to appeal their
award should contact the Student Aid Office, room C-119,
for an appointment

Sports

The Mystic Sports
Writers Guild of Red
River

Jet File:
Doug Soetart
by Frank Steeky

Texas Instruments

Programmable TI-58C/TI-59
advanced programmable calculators
with plug-in Solid State Software' modules
and Constant Memory' feature
TI-58C
• Up to 480 program steps.
Or, up to 60 memories.
• 25-program Master
Library Module with
5,000 program steps.
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TI-59
• Up to 960 program steps.
Or, up to 100 memories.
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• 25-program Master
Library Module with
5,000 program steps.
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• Optional plug-in library
modules available.

• Optional plug-in library
modules available.

• AOSrm entry system.
Enter problems just as
you would write them.

• Magnetic cards to record
your personal programs.
• AOSrNI entry system.
Enter problems just as
you would write them.

• Prints alpha and plots
with the PC-100A
printer, plotter.

• Prints alpha and plots
with the PC-100A

special

Software Offer

If you purchase a TI-59 Programmable between July 1 and Dec. 31, 1982,
we'll give you
modules worth $90.00 at no additional charge!
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Last year The Winnipeg Jets aquired the services of
the one-time number one goaltender of the New York
Rangers. I am of course referring to Doug Soetart. Let go
by New York after the 80-81 season, Jets General Manager
John Ferguson saw something in Soetart and picked him
up. He wasn't wrong. Between Soetart, and former St.
Louis Blues goaltender, Staniowski, the team powered its
way to second place in the Norris division, and gained the
distinction of the most improved team.
Recently I had a chance to talk with Doug and found
out a few things about him.
PROJECTOR: Has goal always been your position?
SOETART: Well to be truthful, I always had a dream of
being a Bobby Hull, or a Ron Elllis. But my junior coach
thought that I didn't have the size to play a forward position, so he tried me in goal one day. Out of 50 shots fired
at me, only 3 got past, and ever since then I've played goal.
PROJECTOR: Is there any one player in the league that
you fear the most?
SOETART: Well I don't think fear is the right word to
use, I don't fear anyone. I respect players like Wayne Gretzky and Mike Bossy though. I really have to concentrate
when someone like that comes in on me.
PROJECTOR: I've heard it said that goalies are more
isolated from the team than any other player, is that true?
SOETART: To a point. During the warmup, and the practice, goalies generally work on their own, but as far as
isolated goes, I don't know about that. I mean we still
travel with the team and everything.
PROJECTOR: Do goalies have to prepare more for a
game than do other players?
SOETART: I do. I study players from other teams,
especially the big threats, and I learn the types of moves
they use, so that if they do get a one-on-one, or a break a
way, I'll know just what to expect.
PROJECTOR: Smoke?
SOETART: I enjoy the occasional cigar.
PROJECTOR: Drink?
SOETART: I really like Crown Royal and water. Don't get
the idea that I'm a lush though.
PROJECTOR: Is there anything that you would like to accomplish in your career?
SOETART: I know it sounds cliche, but I'd like to win a
Stanley Cup. Boy, would I like to win a Stanley Cup.
Goaltender Doug Similart will guard the net for the Winnipeg Jets this _rear.

In a secret sub-terranean
cavern located somwhere
below Red River College,
there meets two mystic individuals who have the
capability to answer the important questions of the sports
world.
Once monthly these two
mystics meet in their shadowy
hide-away and divine the
answers to unknown questions. Then these two individuals traverse the twilight
zone to deposit their clairvoyant findings in the ventilation shaft above the sports
editor's desk.
1) Mystic Answer: A combined effort between Don Whitman and Leo Cahill
Q: What has an I.Q. slightly
higher than a tree?
2) Mystic Answer: Now just a
minute
Q: How does Sylvia Kuzyk
handle Peter Young's romantic advances?
3) Mystic Answer: The Blue
Brigade
Q: What's blue and white, and
chases cars after every Bomber
home game?
4) Mystic Answer: On the road
again by Willie Nelson.
Q: What is the Winnipeg Jets'
theme song?
5)
Mystic
Answer:
L.O.S.I.N.G. — E.A.R.L. — L.U.N.S.F.O.R.D.
Q: How do you spell relief?
6) Mystic Answer: Employment as CFL officials
Q: Where do most CN1B
members find jobs?
7) Mystic Answer: A ThermoNuclear strike on the all Star
game.
Q: What will it take for the
Detroit Red Wings to finish in
first place?
8) Mystic Answer: Mass
hysteria, accute paranoia,
stress, and chronic high blood
pressure.
Q: What's running rampant
through the CJOB sports dept.
these days?

The earth
sciences.
a future
for you

LET'S TAKE A
LOOK AT
THAT
The Winnipeg Jets' theme song this year is "Let's Get
Physical?" Now let's take a look at that!
As the Jets start their fourth NHL season, I find it
hard to believe that I'm seeing the same team from last
year. Sure there are some new faces, but that's new every
year, I'm talking about a new style of play, one that's being felt all over the league.
If you haven't guessed it by now, I'm referring to the
abuse Winnipeg is handing to other teams through the
course of three periods. The hitting, the checking, and yes,
even the fisticuffs, all coming together in one massive
blow.
You don't believe me?- Ask Ron Delorme what happened to him on September 22. That is, besides the bruised
cheek bone and dislocated nose that Jim Kyte gave him.
You want more proof? Ask John Ferguson why Jimmy Mann is playing more than ever before, and what he
does isn't even considered playing. He just cruises the ice
watching for another person who looks like he'd like to
visit a hospital.
More? How about Wade Campbell? He stands at
6'5" and tips a scale around 240 lbs. You think the Jets got
him for his good looks? I know linemen on the Bombers
that wouldn't want to try and take him on.
Well if you're not convinced by now, then about the
only thing I can tell you is to stop being a scrooge and buy
a ticket. Then maybe you'll see I'm not wrong when I say
that the Jets are turning everything not wearing a Winnipeg uniform into used hamburger.

Ivy League Word
Processor Typing Service
Fast, fast revisions of term papers.
Letter quality printer, 20 lb. Bond paper
$1 per page/$12 per hour

The Projector is looking for
writers interested in covering college
athletics. Drop by the office, or phone
Sports Editor Frank Stecky at Ext.
479

Earth> scientists discover, develop, and manage
the resources that will take - Canada into
future.pch Uri

Or, if you buy a TI-58C, you'll get 1 module worth $45.00 at no additional charge!

Choose from:

Applied Statistics, Business Decisions, Real Estate/Investment
Math/Utilities, Aviation, Electrical Engineering
Marine Navigation, Leisure Activities, Securities Analysis

For details, check with your Campus Bookstore or your nearest retailer.
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